Our reference

: T4303-2 Kawarau Gorge Trail

Date

: 27 October 2020

Location

: Kawarau Gorge between Citroen Rapid and Felton Road
(Bannockburn) on the true right bank of the Kawarau River

Legal Description

: Section 2 SO 23940 (Bed of Kawarau River), Legal Road,
Section 6 SO 485617 (Kawarau Station), Section 11 SO
485617 (administered by DOC), Part Section 23 Block IV
Cromwell SD (administered by DOC)

Applicant

: Central Otago Queenstown Trail Network Trust

Territorial
Authority

: Central Otago District Council

Plan

: Operative District Plan

Zoning

: Water Surface & Margin Resource Area & Rural Resource
Area

Proposal

: Land use consent is sought for earthworks including an
underpass, retaining structures and bridges associated
with the construction, operation and maintenance of a
walking and cycling trail between Citroen Rapid & Felton
Road

Activity Category

: Discretionary

Requests

: We request that any conditions of consent be precirculated prior to consent being granted

Appendix list

: A: Record of Title
B: Design plans ref T4303-2_P1
C: Blakely Wallace Landscape Impact Assessment report including
site photos
D: Typical completed trail photos
E: Geoconsulting Ltd report
F: Affected Party Approvals
G: Archaeological Assessment
H: Geopreservation references
I: Bridge typical design details including plan T4303-2_E3
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

This application is made pursuant to Section 88 of the Resource Management Act 1991.
Section 88 requires that any application for resource consent include an assessment of
environmental effects in such detail as corresponds with the scale and significance of the
effects that the activity may have on the environment, and shall be prepared in accordance
with the Fourth Schedule to the Act. This report and supporting information act as an
assessment of effects on the environment, and has been prepared in accordance with the
Fourth Schedule requirements.

2.0

LEGAL DESCRIPTION

2.1

The site is legally described as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bed of Kawarau River, no title, administered by LINZ, parcel ID 3201240
Legal Road administered by CODC on the true right bank of the Kawarau River
Section 2 SO 23940, Bed of Kawarau River, no title, administered by LINZ & subject
to Contact Energy’s operating easement
Section 6 SO 485617 held in RT 708745 by Kawarau Station Ltd
Section 11 SO 485617, no title (Crown Land administered by DOC) and subject to
a grazing concession to Kawarau station
Part Section 23 Block IV Cromwell SD held in RT OT12A/83 (Administered by DOC)
and leased to Goldfields Mining Centre

Copies of the relevant Records of Title are contained in Appendix A of this report.
2.2

The site is occupied as follows:
Pt Sec 23 Blk IV is occupied by the Goldfields Mining Centre under a concession
operated by the Department of Conservation.
Sec 2 SO 23940 is the bed of the Kawarau River and is subject to an operating easement
in favour of Contact Energy Ltd.

2.3

Covenant over Section 6 SO 485617
Section 6 SO 485617 is subject to a conservation Covenant in favour of the Minister of
Conservation. The covenant requires the landowner to gain approval from DOC prior to
any earthworks. This approval process has been initiated with DOC.

3.0

SITE DESCRIPTION & PROPOSAL

3.1

Overview of Proposal and Purpose of Application
The Kawarau Gorge Trail will be part of the New Zealand Cycle Trail Project connecting
Queenstown to Cromwell, then onto Clyde and the Otago Central Rail Trail as well as
connecting Wanaka to Cromwell. The trail developer has secured funding for the
development from central Government in collaboration with the Central Lakes Trust and
the Otago Community Trust. The alignment of the proposed trail is shown in Figure 1
below.
Development of the trail is being led by the Central Otago Queenstown Trail Network Trust
(The Trust).
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Development of the trail is widely supported by the wider community and is projected to
deliver significantly increased levels of economic activity to local communities together
with increased health and wellbeing resulting from a more active community. Further this
trail will provide a boost for public access to the Kawarau Gorge, most of which is entirely
inaccessible.
The trail will be a dedicated cycling and walking trail and there will be no vehicle access
other than for maintenance purposes. The trail largely traverses the land adjacent to
Kawarau Gorge within the Water Surface and Margin Resource Area (WSMRA) for which
construction of the trail is a permitted activity. Sections of the trail cross the Rural Resource
Area (RRA) with an Outstanding Natural Landscape (ONL) (refer planning maps 44 & 51).
As part of the development process The Trust is seeking consent to form approximately
21.5 km of new track and two bridges within the Rural Resource (RRA) area and within
an Outstanding Natural Landscape.
Consent is also sought to install timber retaining walls within the Water Surface and Margin
Resource Area, Kawarau Arm of Lake Dunstan, in the vicinity of Long Gully. And where
required, to install timber and steel bridges on rock faces where conventional trail is
considered geotechnically unsuitable.
The start point for this section of consent is the Citroen Rapid Bridge that spans the
boundary of CODC and QLDC. Therefore, the bridge is in each district.
Please refer to Appendix B for detailed site location plans ref T4303-2_P1 Sheets 1-8
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Key:
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Figure 1: Site Locations Overview, Source NZTopo.co.nz
Note that the Citroen Rapid Bridge spans the Central Otago and Queenstown Lakes District
boundary. The boundary being the centre of the Kawarau River.
3.2

Kawarau Gorge environs
The trail will be constructed between Nevis Bluff and the Cromwell/ Bannockburn Bridge.
Within the Central Otago District Council area, the trail begins with a bridge at the Citroen
Rapid and continues along the true right bank of the Kawarau River within the Kawarau
Gorge.
The Kawarau Gorge contains Roaring Meg Power Station and access point for the
Goldfields tourist attraction. State Highway 6 runs along the true left side of the Kawarau
Gorge and carries 5,400 vehicles per day including 470 heavy trucks per day (Source;
New Zealand Transport Agency traffic count data 2017).
The Kawarau River is the principal element of the landscape backed by Mt Difficulty with
steep slopes, narrow gullies and river terraces and rocky outcrops. The vegetation
consists of grass and tussocks on the upper slopes and extensive briar, Coprosma and
Matagouri scrub on the lower slopes into the Gorge. Historic gold mining has altered the
landscape in some parts of the gorge with extensive sluice faces and tailings visible in
several areas. There are minimal tracks and access points consisting of the Goldfields
access track and two farm tracks which fall from the top of Mt Difficulty.
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There is a long history of Maori occupation and movement through the Kawarau Gorge as
a food gathering place (kainga mahinga kai) and travel route between Lake Wakatipu, the
Clutha River and north to Cardrona. The most significant site is the natural bridge site
Potiki-whata-rumaki-nao, located slightly upstream from Roaring Meg.
Early European settlement began in the1850’s with extensive sheep farming with Kawarau
Station being one of the largest runs. Gold was discovered in 1862 and the region soon
had numerous mining camps and basic settlements within the gorge.
Today the prominent use of the Kawarau Gorge is still pastoral farming together with
tourism at the Goldfields Mining Centre. It also has recreational value for kayaking, rafting
and fishing. Commercial operators run jet boating and river boarding.
3.3

Long Gully Retaining Walls - Plan T4303-2_P1 Sheet 8
Consent is sought to install timber retaining walls within the WSMRA. Construction of the
trail around Long Gully / Kawarau River confluence requires excavation of moderately
sloping gravel banks. While these present no technical difficulty, in the interests of long
term support and minimising ongoing maintenance work together with softening the visual
impact, the installation of timber retaining walls is proposed. These walls will retain the cut
and fill faces from erosion and fretting which occurs over time.
The proposed retaining will be engineer designed up to a maximum of 1.5m in height. The
retaining will consist of timber posts and timber boards which will weather over time to a
dull grey colour. Retaining will be installed immediately post excavation to avoid possible
erosion. In total it is anticipated that 300m +/- 20m of retaining will be required.
The retaining will assist in reducing the cut batter by maintaining the slope stability. Without
such retaining, the cut batter would need to be set back at an angle of 1:1 (45°) resulting
in significantly more cut height and exposed earth. An example of similar retaining from
Cornish Point is shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Lake Dunstan Trail with retaining walls, just after construction 2020
Kawarau Trail - CODC
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3.4.1 Citroen Bridge
Resource consent is sought to install an 85m timber and steel suspension bridge across
the Citroen Rapid. The bridge will be of a similar design, scale and form to the recently
completed Specularite Creek Bridge on the Lake Dunstan Trail. Design plans and photos
are contained in Appendix I and cross sections at this site are shown on Plan T43032_E3. The bridge cross section is taken at normal river flow. The bridge spans the
boundary of QLDC and CODC with the boundary being the centre of the Kawarau River.
The bridge will consist of 12m high timber towers, a 1.5m wide timber deck with timber
and wire mesh infill barrier. The timber work will be stained ‘burnt walnut’ which is a dark
brown colour. Steel work will be black ungalvanized with the exception of the wire rope
and connections.
3.4.2 Rock face bridges
Resource consent is sought to install steel and timber rock face bridges at locations where
stacked rock walls or rock blasting proves unsuitable or impractical. The areas covered
include all the significant rock bluff features along the trail route.
The sites are as follows:

Distance
3,400m
4,100m
7,400m
9,300m
11,000m
12,300m
12,700

Name
The Step
Skull Bluff
Iron Ridge
Passing Lane Bluff
The Drop
Rocky Creek Bluff
Metaquartzite Bluff

Bridge length
15m
15m
100m
30m
40m
60m
40m
300m total

Table 1: Rock Face Bridge Locations
The bridges will be of the same design and form as the recently completed bridges on the
Lake Dunstan Trail with access width between 1.5m and 2.5m. Figures 3 and 4 show
these structures in detail. A decision on the need for a structure will be undertaken for
each site once the trail has reached the site and the rock faces have been scaled and the
geotechnical engineer has inspected them from fixed ropes. For this reason, a decision
on the best construction method will be made as the works progress. Where bridges are
used the earthworks footprint will be reduced almost to nil with a corresponding reduction
in the visual impact.
Given the cost of bridges and the need to maintain access for machinery, bridges are a
last resort solution. It is for this reason that we seek consent, should they be necessary to
avoid the need to vary the consent at a later date should rock conditions not be found
suitable for conventional excavation.
3.5

Earthworks Consent
Resource consent is sought to undertake earthworks along the entire length from Citroen
Rapid to Felton Road. The trail has been divided into sections based on natural changes
in the terrain and landscape as set out in Table 1 below, also shown on plan T4303-2_P1
and described in detail in the following paragraphs. All sections are located on CODC
planning maps 44 & 51.
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#

Site name

Chainage (km)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Citroen Bridge to Sam’s Flat
Sam’s Flat to The Notch
The Notch to Poplar Flat
Iron Ridge and Roaring Meg
Roaring Meg to Cleghorn’s Hut
Cleghorn’s Hut to Pixi Hollow
Rocky Creek to Metaquartzite Bluffs
Goldfields
Honeycomb Gully to Walkers Creek Bridge
Walkers Creek Bridge to Long Gully
Long Gully to Felton Road ULR

Distance
(km)

0 - 1.7
1.7 - 4.9
4.9 - 7.4
7.4 - 8
8 - 8.7
8.7 - 12.1
12.1 - 12.9
12.9 - 15.5
15.5 - 16.6
16.6 - 18.1
18.1 – 18.7
TOTAL (km)

1.7
3.2
2.5
0.6
0.7
3.4
0.8
2.6
1.1
1.5
0.6
18.7

Table 2: Earthworks Application Sites
3.5.1

Citroen Bridge to Sam’s Flat (0.0km-1.7km) Plan T4303-2_P1 Sheet 1
Citroen Bridge (0.0 km mark) will be a highlight of the trail where riders will experience
the mesmerising power of the Citroen Rapid as well as being surrounded by impressive
gold workings.
On the true left approach to Citroen Bridge, stacked stone is perched precariously on
river bluffs as well as supporting deep trenches that work down to the bedrock. The true
left approach to the bridge is 40 gradient for 180m on 30-400 slopes. The true right end
of the bridge will cross legal road (WSMRA) with the abutment on Kawarau Station land
(RRA).
From the bridge on the true right bank, the trail crosses a short steep face (level gradient,
80m, slopes of 450) then gently undulating river terrace to Minors Hope at 1.6km (slopes
0-100). The trail passed by a stone hut and dam at 1.2km.
Miners Hope is an attractive gully with year-round water flow. The trail drops in and out
at 40 gradient, steep side slopes of 30-450 will see short sections of high cut faces.

3.5.2

Sam’s Flat to The Notch (1.7km-4.9km) Plan T4303-2_P1 Sheets 2-3
Sam’s Flat is gentle undulating grassland terrain from 1.7-2.9kms (slopes 0-100). The
trail passes excellent examples of herringbone gold workings and a stone hut at 3km.
Sam’s rabbiters huts are at 2.4km.
From the stone hut the trail enters a tighter section of the gorge and traverses mixed
terrain with a series of bluffs, river terraces, boulders and small guts to The Notch at
4.9km. The trail is essentially level with undulations to move around the terrain features
which will make varied and interesting flow to the trail. The bluffs will create a series of
wow moments from the proximity to the river and the sight lines up and down the gorge.
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The side slopes vary with 50% on 10-200, 45% on 20-300 and 5% on 30-45+0 through
the three main bluffs (The Step 3.5km, Skull Bluff 4km & The Notch 4.9km). Traversing
the bluffs uses natural rock benches that will be widened to 2.5m, this will require some
rock blasting to lower the benches and placing of rock to raise parts of the lower batter
slopes. Some cut faces on the bluffs will be between 4m and 8m in height for short
sections of approximately 10m in length. Short structures may be placed where feasible
to minimise the earthworks cut and fill batters.
3.5.3

The Notch to Poplar Flat (4.9km-7.4km) Plan T4303-2_P1 Sheet 3
From The Notch at 4.9km, the trail climbs above two slip faces with views of the rapid
below, then drops onto Poplar Flat at 6.3km. (Gradient 3-40, up then 40 down. Side slope
30-350 ).
At Poplar Flat the trail weaves for 1km through old mining activity on grassy flats and
Poplar trees before climbing at 40 for 160m (30-400 slope) to Iron Ridge. The short climb
to Iron Ridge is strewn with boulders from the upper slopes and is likely to require some
blasting. This area has dense vegetation. The trail avoids the historic reserve Sec 12 SO
485617 as requested by Iwi.

3.5.4

Iron Ridge and Roaring Meg (7.4km-8km) Plan T4303-2_P1 Sheet 4
Iron Ridge is the gateway to the Roaring Meg and affords excellent views of the Natural
Bridge (Whata o rere). The approach is 170m across with a side slope of 35-400 and a
central rock bluff of 35m in length.
To reduce visual effects, the trail leading to and away from the central rock bluff will be
reduced in width to 1.5m (Refer Figure 4 below). Across the Central Rock Bluff, a steel
bridge will be built of the same style as currently being used in the Cromwell Gorge (refer
Figure 3). On the narrow track sections approaching, stacked stone will also be a feature
on the fill batter slopes. Combined these measures will reduce the need to excavation
and best protect the features across this section.

Figure 3: Hartley Bluff Bridge, Lake Dunstan Trail, without barrier mesh, 2020
Kawarau Trail - CODC
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Narrow Track

Bridge

Figure 4: Hartley Bluff Bridge and narrow track at left, Lake Dunstan Trail 2020

After Iron Ridge the trail crosses 0.5km of flat terrain at the base of the upper slopes and
through the remains of a large earth dam to the 8km point.
3.5.5

Roaring Meg to Cleghorn's Hut (8km-8.7km) Plan T4303-2_P1 Sheet 4
Leaving Roaring Meg Flats the trail drops through a series of rocky ledges for 450m and
40 gradient. The ground is broken with rock outcrops and large boulders amongst dense
scrub and will create a varied trail section. The predominant slope is 300. A combination
of rock blasting/ ripping and filling of dips in the trail will be required. The trail 200m
upstream of Cleghorn’s Hut is through a scrubby river terrace on flat terrain with tailings
along the river edge.
At Cleghorn’s Hut the trail runs along the edge of the riverbank to give good views of the
hut and avoid disturbing the gold workings.

3.5.6

Cleghorn's Hut to Pixi Hollow (8.7km-12.1km) Plan T4303-2_P1 Sheets 4-6
For the next 3.5 kms the trail moves across river terraces and plateaus and increasingly
into steeper side slopes further down The Gorge. The overall trail is level but undulates
between plateaus and routes through the bluffs, with short climbs and descents not
exceeding 40. On plateaus and rock outcrops the trail is located near to the river edge
which reduces its visibility from the road.
For the 1.5 kms to Dam Camp (at 10.2km point) the trail is 50% on 10-200 slopes and
50% on 20-300 slopes through dense vegetation.
Passing Lane Bluff (at 9.3kms) is 35 m long consisting of two rock bluffs and a central
gully. A cut face on the upstream section could reach 6-8 metres across a 10m trail
length.
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Downstream from Dam Camp the trail continues to move across the tops of small rock
outcrops and plateaus for 2 kms before predominantly side-sloping to Pixi hollow (at
12.1km). The trail is 40% on 10-200 slopes and 60% on 20-300 slopes through scattered
vegetation. At Pixi Hollow the trail crosses a short section of rock fall debris and large
boulders.
The Drop is a bluff and gully feature (at 11km ) that will create a sense of exposure and
another wow location. The trail crosses the top edges of two steep bluffs in a horseshoe
shape. A bench will be cut down into the upstream bluff and then a side-cut into the
central gully across to the top of the downstream bluff. The side-cut into the gully could
have a 6-8m cut face over a 10m length.
3.5.7

Rocky Creek to Metaquartzite Bluffs (12.1km-12.9km) Plan T4303-2_P1 Sheet 6
Rocky Creek and Metaquartzite Bluffs are the last two large rock bluffs in the gorge. The
entrances to the bluffs have excellent viewing corridors along the river. The trail is level
between the bluffs (340m length) then drops at 3-40 (for 250m) to the upper Goldfields
tailings. This is a continuous side slope section where scrubby vegetation gives way to
thyme on open ground.
The steepest continuous side-slope section along the trail is the 50m section after Rocky
Creek Bluff with slopes of 40-450 through an old land-slip face. The remainder of this
trail section continues on slopes between 25-400.
For both bluffs the trail utilises natural benches in the rock. There will be a combination
of lowering and building up different parts of the rock benches to achieve a suitable trail
gradient. Both of the bluffs have 10-15m faces that will be cut into to achieve the trail
width. Cuts of 5-6m will be required and some overhanging parts will have to be assessed
for stability, potentially requiring some rock scaling or removal. Short structures of less
than 10m in length may be required to bridge shorts breaks in the natural rock benches
and to avoid excessive fill batter slopes.

3.5.8

Goldfields (12.9km-15.5) Plan T4303-2_P1 Sheet 6-7
The trail enters an area of heavily worked goldfields at the13km point and follows an
existing trail for 1km over gentle ground. At 13.3km we pass a historic stone house with
exceptional stonework. The trail then forges a new line for 200m by winding up small
gully (Masons Gully) to avoid a steep pinch in the existing track. This section is unlikely
to be visible from the road
At the beginning of the Goldfields concession area (14km point) the trail climbs up and
over the dam in Gordons Creek (14.8km point), then drops gently to Honeycomb Gully
to avoid travelling through the concession area. (Gradients 2-30, typical slope 250).

3.5.9

Honeycomb Gully to Walkers Creek (15.4km-16.6km) Plan T4303-2_P1 Sheet 7
For the next 1.1km the cycle trail cuts across the face above the existing Goldfields
access track and they merge for a short 200m section. The existing Goldfields access
track undulates with grades of up to 10 degrees which is outside the desired 40 or
maximum 60 trail design gradients. The trail width can be reduced to 1.5-2m as
construction equipment can use the existing track for access. (Typical side slope of 25300, rocky terrain through sparse vegetation).
At Walkers Creek the trail crosses a 13m wide bridge across the deeply incised gully
before re-joining the existing Goldfields access track.
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3.5.10

Walkers Creek to Long Gully (16.6km-18.1km) Plan T4303-2_P1 Sheet 8
After 400m on the existing Goldfields access track the trail gets up close and personal
with an area of extensive gold workings and herringbone tailings for 1km. The trail
undulates and weaves through the tailings on predominantly easy terrain. On a few short
sections the trail traverses steep alluvial faces (35-400) that will require timber retaining
on the batter slopes for approximately 350m in length.

3.5.11

Long Gully to Felton Road (18.1km-18.7km) Plan T4303-2_P1 Sheet 8
The final section of the trail is a climb from Long Gully to the Unformed Legal Road that
adjoins Felton Road. This climb consists of a sidling cut into steep alluvial outwash
gravels and will require a retaining wall up to 1.5m in height for up to 250m to reach the
top of the river terrace and the legal road. The trail then follows existing formed roads to
Bannockburn Bridge.

3.5.12

Trail Alignment
Consent is sought for the trail alignment as submitted and detailed on plan T4303-2_P1.
Reference made in any accompanying reports to modified alignments have already been
incorporated into the final design plans submitted with this consent application.

3.5.13

Earthworks Cuts & Batters
Consent is sought for earthworks including cuts and batters greater than or equal to 3m
in height. The areas are highlighted on the design plans in PURPLE boxes and the typical
slopes at some of these sites are summarised as follows:

Site Name
Citroen Rapid
Miners Hope
Skull Bluff
Passing Lane Bluff
Rocky Creek Bluff
Metaquartzite Bluff
Honeycomb Bluff
Long Gully

Location Width
100
2.5m
1,600
2.5m
4,100
2.5m
9,300
2.5m
12,250
2.5m
12,700
2.5m
15,500
1.5m
18,200
2.5m

Slope °
53
47
60
62
55
66
66
40

Cut height
5m
4m
4m
4m
5m
4m
4m
3.5-5m

Fill height
7-8m
6m
7-8m
7-8m
7-8m
7-8m
2m
5-7m

Table 3: Cut and fill batter heights
The above table is a snapshot of the worst case cut and fill batter heights at these
locations and are representative of the maximum heights expected from the earthworks
at each area. These figures are derived from onsite slope measurements and calculation
from the design cross sections shown on T4303-2_P1.
Cross sections are contained on sheets 9 and 10 of the design plans detailing all of the
cut and batter heights expected based on the site conditions (gravel, colluvium or rock).
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3.5.14

Earthworks Volumes
Earthworks will comprise scraping of the topsoil and organic material and, where the cross slope exceeds 10 degrees, cutting of a bench,
smoothing out cut material and laying and compaction of the metal riding surface.
The following table has been prepared by the design engineer using detailed LIDAR survey data combined with site investigations. The
volumes are based on a 2.5m wide bench formed using a balance of cut and fill. The total estimated volume of earthworks is 13,400 m3.

Site name

Citroen Bridge to Sam’s Flat
Sam’s Flat to The Notch
The Notch to Poplar Flat
Iron Ridge and Roaring Meg
Roaring Meg to Cleghorn's Hut
Cleghorn's Hut to Pixi Hollow
Rocky Creek to Metaquartzite Bluffs
Goldfields
Honeycomb Gully to Walkers Creek Bridge
Walkers Creek Bridge Long Gully
The Vines (long Gully to Felton Road)

Start
Chainage
(km)
0
1.7
4.9
7.4
8
8.7
12.1
12.9
15.4
16.6
18.1

End
Distance 0-20 deg Volume @
Chainage
(km) slopes (km) 0.3m³/m
(km)
1.7
4.9
7.4
8
8.7
12.1
12.9
15.4
16.6
18.1
18.7

1.7
3.2
2.5
0.6
0.7
3.4
0.8
2.5
1.2
1.5
0.6
18.7km

Table 4: Earthworks volumes

1.32
1.6
0.25
0.43
0.25
1.53

396
480
75
129
75
459

1.5
0.2
1.25

450
60
375

8.33km

2,499

20-35
Deg
slopes
(km)
0.15
1.5
2.25
0.45
1.85
0.69
1.1
1.0

9.29km

Volume >35 Deg Volume
@
slopes
@
0.8m³/m
(km)
2.7m³/m
120
1200
1800
360
1480
552
880
800

7,192

Total (m³)

0.23
0.1

506
220

0.17

374

0.02
0.11

44
242

0.25
0.6

550
1320

1,022
1,900
1,875
503
435
1,983
794
1,330
860
925
1,320

1.48km

3,256

12,947m³
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4.0

DISTRICT PLAN ASSESSMENT
The red dashed line indicates where the trail is situated on planning maps 51& 44.

Key:
Kawarau trail

A

A
Retaining
site

Figure 5A: Planning map 51
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4.1

The subject sites are contained within the Rural Resource Area and Water Surface and
Margin Resource Area.
Additionally the following overlays are present:

•

Outstanding Natural Landscape

4.2

Section 4 – Rural Resource Area sets out the requirements for development within the
Rural Resource Area and Outstanding Natural Landscapes.

4.3

Section 5 – Water Surface and Margin Resource Area sets out the requirements for
development within the bed of Lake Dunstan.

4.4

The majority of the trail of approximately 21.5km is within the Rural Resource Area zone
and approximately 18.5km is within an Outstanding Natural Landscape as shown on
District Plan maps 51 & 44.

4.5

The proposed development requires the following resource consents:

•

A discretionary activity resource consent pursuant to Rule 4.7.4(i) as the proposed
trail across Public Conservation Land breaches Outstanding Natural Landscapes,
Outstanding Natural Features and Land in the Upper Manorburn/Lake Onslow
Landscape Management Area Standard, 4.7.6L(1)(b) as it involves erecting a bridge
structure, Standard, 4.7.6L(1)(b) as it involves cutting new roads, new tracks, new
landings or new utility service lines and 4.7.6L(1)(c) as it involves excavating material
in excess of 20m³ (volume) and/or disturbing any land 50m² in area or greater.

•

A discretionary activity resource consent pursuant to Rule 5.7.3(a) as the proposal
breaches Structures standard 5.7.4A as it involves the installation of timber retaining
walls within the WSMRA at Long Gully.

•

A discretionary (restricted) activity resource consent pursuant to Rule 4.7.3(vi) as the
proposal involves the cutting of rock batters exceeding 3m in height and forming fill
batters on steep colluvium slopes that exceed 3m in height which breaches Rule
4.7.6J(a)(vi).

•

A discretionary (restricted) activity resource consent pursuant to Rule 4.7.3(i) as the
proposal involves the construction of the Citroen Rapid bridge with timber poles of 12m
in height that exceeds the maximum height of 6m in Rule 4.7.6A(f).

4.6

The proposed trail located within Kawarau Station Ltd land between Citroen Rapid (0km)
and Honeycomb Gully (15.5km) is not subject to Rule 4.7.6L(1)(b) or (c) as the land was
freeholded under the Crown Pastoral land Act 1998 on November 2014 which is
subsequent to the current District Plan.

4.7

The proposal does not breach Rule 4.7.6I(b) as the riparian margins are only applicable
to rivers or streams listed in Schedule 19.6.1. None of the water bodies are listed in this
schedule. Appropriate consents are being sought from ORC for activities on water bodies
covered by the Regional Plan: Water

4.8

Aside from where retaining structures are required, the formation of the trail and
construction of bridges and culverts within the WSMRA is a permitted activity.

4.9

Overall the proposed development is considered a discretionary activity.
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5.0

ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

5.1

This Assessment of Effects on the Environment (AEE) accompanies an application for
resource consent made under Section 88 of the Resource Management Act 1991 (the Act)
and has been prepared in accordance with the Fourth Schedule of the Act in such detail
as corresponds with the scale and significance of the effects that the activity may have on
the environment.

5.2

Permitted Baseline

5.2.1 Pursuant to Section 104(2) of the Act, when considering the actual and potential effects of
an application for resource consent, a consent authority may disregard any adverse effect
of an activity on the environment if the plan permits an activity with that effect (the
permitted baseline).
5.2.2 The permitted baseline includes:

•

Earthworks for the formation of walkways within the WSMRA - Rule 5.7.2(b)

•

Erecting bridges and installing culverts within the WSMRA - Rule 5.7.2(c) &
5.7.4a(iv)

•

Farming activities including the grazing of native vegetation in both the WSMRA
and RRA zones.

•

Formation of tracks within the Rural Resource Area except where identified as
an ONL.

•

Formation of tracks within the Rural Resource Area where that land has been
freeholded under CPL 1998 after 15 July 2013 (applies to all of Kawarau Station
Ltd land – Substantive proposal dated 11/2014)

•

Recreation activities like power boating, rowing and fishing. And organised
events like 4wd tours, adventure racing, mountain bike races and trail bike rides
in the WSMRA and RRA.

5.3

Existing Environment

5.3.1

The existing environment is of relevance to the consideration of the proposed
development and comprises existing and/or consented development on the application
site. The existing environment includes the following:

•

The existing 4wd tracks located within the Rural Resource Area and ONL
overlay that access Goldfields and Gee’s Flat and drop down from the top of Mt
Difficulty. Most are between 2.5-4m in width and the cut batters on most slopes
have since regenerated and softened in appearance.

•

Extensive areas of early gold workings including tailings, sluiced faces, water
races and dams. In some instances leaving worked faces of up to 10m.

•

Commercial mining and heavy earthworks activity at Colquhoun’s Flat,
Cleghorn’s Workings and Gee’s Flat during the 1970’s.
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•

Pastoral farming and wild goats leaving a network of animal tracks.

•

White painted survey benchmarks.

All of the above activities have modified the Kawarau Gorge environment considerably.
5.4

Receiving Environment

5.4.1

The receiving environment is also of relevance to the consideration of the proposed
development and includes existing and consented development adjacent to and in the
vicinity of the application site. The receiving environment includes the following:

5.4.2

•

Water based activities including kayaking, commercial jet boating and river
boarding.

•

State Highway 6 which conveys over 5,887 vehicles per day including over 647
heavy trade vehicles

•

Sheep farming activities.

•

Roaring Meg Power Station.

•

Goldfields commercial tourism operation.

In the context of the existing environment, the effects of the proposed cycle trail will be
of a similar nature and character to the permitted baseline and existing environment.
Therefore it is considered that the proposed trail is not inconsistent with the existing
environment.

5.5

Assessment

5.5.1

Earthworks Formation and Volumes
Formation of the cycle trail requires excavation to create a firm level surface for laying and
compaction of surface gravel. It is proposed to scrape the organic materials from the track
alignment then cut the trail bench. All cut material will be spread and smoothed out on the
adjoining land to blend into the existing land form. Earthworks will be undertaken with an
excavator.
Earthworks will be kept to a minimum to ensure that the environmental impact is minimised
and the track footprint has the least visual impact possible. This will enhance the cycling
experience and reduce overall land disturbance. To achieve this the trail will follow the
terrain contours where possible to naturally achieve a gentle gradient (0-4 degrees) for
users and an alignment that is sympathetic to the landscape.
The design engineer has thoroughly assessed the terrain and route alignment options in
consultation with the landowners, consultant Landscape Architect, Archaeologist and
Geotechnical Engineer to ensure the most suitable ground has been found and the least
visible locations chosen to minimise the earthworks impacts.
All earthworks will be undertaken so as to prevent any silt or sediment from entering water
ways. Further the design of the track will incorporate the continuation of existing overland
flows and provide for stormwater management through culverts, fords, water tables and
bridges.
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The design engineer has estimated the volume of earthworks required spanning the
21.5km of trail totalling up to 13,469m³ as noted in Section 3. It is anticipated that all
material will remain on site and be smoothed out adjoining the track formation and blended
to the existing landform. An example of the finished trail is shown in Appendix D. These
photos show sections of trail constructed in a similar climate and ground conditions.
5.5.2

Earthworks Rehabilitation
All cut material will be spread and smoothed immediately adjoining the trail. It is
anticipated that all cut material spread adjoining the trail will be grassed with a combination
of cocksfoot, brown top and existing seed sources found in the topsoil layer. Additionally,
the Thyme, Coprosma and Matagouri scrub growing through the site will re-establish as it
has done on the existing 4wd tracks and gold working areas across the site.
It is acknowledged that stabilisation occurs slowly in the more arid poorer soils around
Goldfields. However, where practical, fertiliser and grass seed will be broadcast over the
earthworks areas to assist this process and in selected locations where the visibility is
greatest (refer landscape assessment), vegetation will be recovered and replaced to fully
cover the fill batter slopes.
Overall, we consider the proposed earthworks rehabilitation will result in less than minor
effects on the environment.

5.5.3

Slope Stability & Rock Fall Mitigation – Refer Geoconsulting Ltd report
Geoconsulting Ltd has been engaged to complete a detailed site assessment for trail
consents. This report is attached in Appendix E.
Geoconsulting’s assessment covers all the major sections of the trail and the terrain
constraints, together with an outline of the design solutions necessary. Design solutions
consist of trail alignments, cut to fill methods, structures or retaining walls. The sites of
interest are spread throughout the 21.5km of trail, but mostly consist of steep rock faces
or colluvium debris slopes. Much like the Lake Dunstan Trail, a considerable amount of
rock scaling will be necessary to remove loose rock from above the trail prior to
construction.
With reference to the Lake Dunstan Trail through the Cromwell Gorge, which is a similar
landform consisting of similar rocks and soils, the majority of that trail is formed with vertical
earthworks cuts up to 2m in height. These cut faces are self-supporting and demonstrate
good long-term stability with limited fretting and weathering effects.
Cuts in the outwash gravels of the Kawarau Arm will require specific design as noted at
Section 12 of the Geoconsulting Ltd report. It is these areas where retaining walls are
proposed. These walls will be subject to specific engineering design.
There are no landslides identified on the District Plan maps for specific consideration as
part of the consent application.
Mr Bryant concludes as follows:

As would be expected for a trail of this length and in this terrain, there are a number of ‘pinch
points’ that require attention to detail in route selection and trail design. There are numerous
areas requiring rock scaling and possible structural support, some of which have been identified in
the listed points of interest. A more detailed assessment will need to be undertaken at an
Kawarau Trail - CODC
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appropriate stage. Overall, there does not appear to be any overriding geotechnical constraints
that would preclude trail considerations.
In regards to rock fall hazard, we adopt the same approach to that used for the almost
completed Lake Dunstan Trail through the Cromwell Gorge. For this project, areas of
potential rock fall hazard have been identified by Geoconsulting Ltd and are shown in table
5 below and marked on the design plans. Abseilers will scale to remove loose rocks. The
geotechnical engineer then inspects the rock face assisted by the abseil team to confirm
the extent and scope of mitigation has been achieved.
Additionally, the rockfall risk will be highlighted at the entry points of the trail using signage.
This will alert users to the potential. Then, for each section of trail where there is potential
risk, signage will be installed at the start and end of each section to promote ‘no stopping’
in these areas to minimise the risk to users. This is the same system utilised in many back
country tracks and trails across the world.
Overall, having amended the trail alignment and identified rock fall risk sites for mitigation
work based on the recommendations of the Geoconsulting report, we consider the
proposed earthworks will result in less than minor effects on slope stability and rock fall
hazard provided the recommendations of the Geotechnical report is followed.

Chainage
Site Name
4,070
Skull Bluff
9,270
Passing Lane Bluff
12,100
Pixie Holllow
12,250
Rocky creek bluff
12,680
Metaquartzite Bluff
15,400
Honeycomb Bluff
Table 5: Rock Scaling Sites

5.5.4

End
4,150
9,370
12,200
12,350
12,800
16,300

Length (m)
80
100
100
100
120
900

Landscape Assessment - Refer Blakely Wallace report
The Kawarau Gorge is described in Schedule 19.6.2 as:

The Kawarau Gorge is the last remaining spectacular semi-arid rocky gorge in
Otago. The wild and scenic characteristics of the Kawarau has been recognised
by the Water Conservation (Kawarau) Order 1997. Recognition of the high
scenic value of the gorge complements the Order and recognises the values of
the gorge as a scenic corridor on State Highway 6.
The proposed development has been sited to blend into the landform where possible
including using existing 4wd track formations and by locating behind existing vegetation,
screening from hill sides, gullies and the like where possible. The final alignment and
design solutions has been reached in consultation with the landscape architect so as to
protect the values described in Schedule 19.6.2.
As noted in Section 5.5.2 above, all earth worked areas will be smoothed and restored to
blend into the existing terrain contours and vegetation patterns. And like the existing 4wd
tracks throughout the subject site (Refer Appendix D), will revegetate and soften over time.
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Also in Appendix D are photos of various cycle trails in similar environments to provide
evidence of the low impact anticipated once the trail is constructed.
Attached in Appendix C is an “Assessment of Landscape and Visual Effects” prepared by
Mr Blakely. Mr Blakely has extensive experience of cycle trail developments having
completed a number of landscape impact assessments for various projects. A similar
project Mr Blakely completed was for the Alps to Ocean Cycle Trail: Tarnbrae section near
Lake Ohau as well as the very recent assessment for the Lake Dunstan Trail in the
Cromwell Gorge. Both trails are across Outstanding Natural Landscapes and the
assessment and its findings led to a construction methodology that has minimised
earthworks effects. For this project we have drawn on his knowledge and experience to
find the best route together with methodologies resulting in the least visual impact.
The landscape assessment is split into four trail sections to match the sites where consent
is sought. For each section mitigation measures are proposed. Mitigation measures
include narrowing the trail to 2m, blending the batters and grassing/fertiliser application.
The applicant supports the proposed mitigation measures as a condition of consent as
these will reduce the overall visual impact.
Section 12 of the landscape assessment report concludes:

The landscape and visual effects will be in the range from moderate to low for the majority of the
Trail reducing to low in the medium term (estimated 5-10 years).
There will be moderately high effects in the short to medium term in at least two locations e.g.
Section 4 (Bluff 5, Iron Ridge) and Section 7 (Rocky Creek to Metaquartzite Bluff and the descent
downstream from the bluff). The trail in these locations is high up the range on visually exposed
dry faces which are highly visible from SH8. These will eventually heal but conservatively could
take many years. In order to mitigate effects, Section 4 Iron Ridge the trail will be reduced in width
to 1.5m to reduce effects (provided alternative access can be obtained to the trail upstream of
Roaring Meg). Through section 7 on the steep colluvial slopes soil and vegetation will be
transplanted on to side slopes to minimise visual effects and achieve a faster recovery time. This
technique will also be used on other visually sensitive locations as detailed in this assessment.
Overall Mr Blakely concludes that:

The Cycle Trail areas assessed are considered consistent with the relevant Objectives and Policies
of the Operative Central Otago District Plan once rehabilitation has substantially occurred.
On the basis of the expert landscape assessment, and having modified the alignment and
construction methods based on this report, the applicant is satisfied that the proposed trail
construction will result in less than minor adverse effects on the landscape in the long term
and is consistent with the existing landscape character.
5.5.5

Decorative stacked Stone, Revegetation and Restoration
Construction of the trail will utilise schist rocks generated by the earthworks to form
decorative stone facing. These are hand stacked to generally replicate the style of the old
water races that are widespread and recognisably Central Otago. Stacked rock helps to
reduce the visibility of exposed earth and is more sympathetic to the landscape. Stacked
rock will be used where mitigations detailed in the landscape report require it. The
landscape assessment details mitigation measures for each trail section together with an
overall recommendation for restoration and revegetation at Section 8 of the landscape
report.
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The applicant supports the recommendations contained in the landscape report.

5.5.6 Geological Formations
We have checked the Geopreservation Society of New Zealand’s online mapping to
identify if there are any significant geological formations present along the trail route. Of
interest is the Kawarau Gorge itself as a fast-flowing gorge feature and Gees Flat for
significant gold workings. (Refer to Appendix H)
The trail will not alter the nature of the gorge but instead provide access for people to
appreciate its grandeur. Similarly, the trail through Gee’s Flat will have an insignificant
impact on the site, mainly using existing tracks.
.

Figure 6: Geopreservation web mapping
5.5.7

Archaeological Assessment
A survey of archaeological sites along the proposed cycle trail was carried out to identify
what sites would possibly be impacted. Four days of survey were carried out by Benjamin
Teele and Jeremy Moyle on 11th and 12th of April as well as the 2nd and 3rd of May 2019.
Origin Consultants have produced an Archaeological Assessment (June 2019) and will
also seek Archaeological Authority to ensure that the trail development does not adversely
impact historical features. The archaeological report is contained in Appendix G.
The archaeological survey of the proposed trail route identified 41 sites. Of these, 29 had
been previously recorded and a further 23 are newly identified. Almost all of the sites are
either sluicing’s, tailings, dams, or stone structures.
Based on this survey, the previous archaeological work, and the history of the area, the
archaeological landscape the trail passes through is assessed as having mostly high
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archaeological values and being associated with Māori, European, and Chinese cultural
groups.
Though there are no heritage items protected under the Resource Management Act 1991,
and some sites also may be post-1900 and not be protected under the HNZPT Act 2014,
it is still recognised that the archaeological landscape that the trail passes through has
heritage significance and protection is suggested where possible. The Whatatōrere
Historic Reserve at Colquhoun’s Flat will also be of interest to local runaka.
In several instances the trail is routed through or close to an archaeological site not for
practical reasons, but to better showcase important elements of the archaeological
landscape of the Kawarau Gorge. In these instances, the limited impact of the trail route
is assessed as being outweighed by the way the trail route celebrates sites amenity value
and fosters greater public engagement with the area’s archaeological heritage.
Origin Consultants have developed a series of recommendations and monitoring regime
for the sites that will be adopted during trail construction. Recommendations contained in
their report regarding trail realignments have been included in the final design plans
submitted with this consent.
The trail developer is confident that effects on the historic fabric of the Kawarau Gorge will
be less than minor and the increased archaeological detail obtained from the assessment
will greatly increase the existing archaeological knowledge. An application for
Archaeological Authority has been lodged with Heritage New Zealand.
5.5.8

Kai Tahu ki Otago values
With regard to values of significance to Ngai Tahu, we have reviewed the Natural
Resource Management Plan 2005. Chapter 10 addresses matters of interest to the Clutha
River /Mata-Au and the Kawarau Gorge.
The main issues relating to the ongoing management of the river environment have
resulted from dams, changing land use (intensification) and gravel extraction. The
proposed walking and cycling trail will not exacerbate any of these issues.
Section 10.2.3 is relevant as it includes policies relating to silt and sediment as follows:
Sediment and Siltation:
5. To discourage activities that increase the silt loading in waterways or reaches of waterways.

The proposed works will not result in any medium or long term sediment and siltation
occurring in Kawarau Gorge. There will be no lasting increase in silt or sediment within
the water way, any impact will be insignificant compared the predominant natural process.
Therefore we consider that the development is consistent with this policy.
Section 10.3.3 addresses Wähi Tapu within the Clutha/Mata-Au and in particular the
following policies are relevant:
10.3.3 - 1 To require that wähi tapu sites are protected from further loss or destruction.
10.3.3 - 2. To require accidental discovery protocols for any earth disturbance activities

Within the Natural Resource Management Plan 2005, the Kawarau Gorge is identified as
Wahi Taoka (ownership and/or Control Site). The site at Whata to Rere (The Natural
Bridge), and historic reserve (Section 12 SO 485617) is an area of interest to Ngai Tahu.
A sawn greenstone boulder was found here c.1990, the site was thought to be a historic
campsite, but mining has possibly destroyed any archaeological remains.
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Our trail passes nearby the historic reserve so that users can experience the terrain and
history of the site. There are opportunities for information boards on both early Maori and
European history. The proposed development will not adversely impact any known Wähi
Tapu sites. We will adopt the accidental discovery protocol and have planned for
archaeological supervision during construction.
In summary, having reviewed the objectives and policies of the Natural Resource
Management Plan 2005, the proposed development will have a less than minor effect on
values of significance to Ngai Tahu, but provide an opportunity to educate trail users on
Maori history. Accordingly we have sought additional input from Ngai Tahu on this consent
application.
5.5.9 Debris Flows
As noted in the Geoconsulting Ltd report, Passing Lane Bluff at distance 9,300m may be
subject to debris flows in intense rainfall events. The plans now show this location. It is
proposed to manage the hazard through signage.

Figure 7: Typical signage.
Signage will be similar to that shown in Figure 7 above
In terms of the risk posed to trail users, this is considered extremely low for two reasons.
Firstly, very few cyclists or walkers will use the trail during intense rainfall. Secondly the
exposure distance/time is very short, resulting in an exposure to the hazard of a few
seconds as the gully width is 20m across.
5.5.10 Possible Mine Shaft
Origin Consultants Ltd identified a possible mine shaft at CH 12,200m. A small timber
barrier will be constructed adjoining this ‘possible’ mine shaft to ensure public safety.
5.5.11 Positive Effects
The walking and cycling trail will result in many positive effects for the communities of
Queenstown, Cromwell, Bannockburn and Clyde. These include:

•

Access to public land including river margins and enjoyment of these rural areas.
Public access gains will be significant from this proposal. Currently the public do not
have any access to the true right margins of the Kawarau Gorge below Nevis Bluff.

•

Creation of a public walking and cycling trail will provide a very easily accessible
option for active recreation in a safe environment which has significant health benefits
to the wider community
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•

Increased economic activity generated by cycling and walking related tourism. The
feasibility study developed for the trail in 2015 by Landpro, estimates that “initially
20,000 users per annuum will complete the entire trail, comprised of 10,000 users
undertaking day trips, and 10,000 undertaking dedicated tours. It is anticipated that
this will increase to over 30,000 users in the first 5 years.”

•

Potential for additional tourism activities associated with the trail (accommodation,
tours, transport , hospitality and so forth)

•

Potential benefits for Ngai Tahu with greater access to significant sites.

5.5.12 Summary
Through careful alignment and design, the proposed trail and associated earthworks and
structures have been positioned so as to minimise adverse effects in terms of landscape
character, ecology, natural hazards and archaeological values. In addition, it is considered
that the proposed mitigation measures (adopted from the relevant consultant reports) will
ensure that the adverse effects of the propose development will be further minimised.
In summary it is considered that the proposed development will result in the following:

•

Less than minor effects on the rural character, landscape and amenity of the area

•

Less than minor effects on existing vegetation, flora and fauna

•

Less than minor hazard effects

•

Less than minor effects on Archaeological and Heritage values

•

Less than minor effects on Ki Tahu Ki Otago values

•

Significantly improved public access to the margins of Kawarau Gorge

•

Boost to local tourism and resulting increased economic activity

•

Community wellbeing resulting from readily accessible safe walking and cycling
options for the local community

Overall it is considered that the proposed application will result in less than minor effects
on the environment.
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6.0

Assessment of Relevant Provisions of the District Plan
The relevant objectives and policies are contained in Section 4; Rural Resource Area
(RRA) and Section 5; Water Surface & Margin Resource Area (WSMRA) of the Operative
District Plan.

6.1

Objectives - Rural Resource Areas
4.3.1

Objective – Needs of the District’s People and Communities
To recognise that communities need to provide for their social, economic and
cultural wellbeing, and for their health and safety at the same time as ensuring
environmental quality is maintained and enhanced

4.3.2

Objective - Outstanding Natural Landscapes and Outstanding Natural Features,
and Land in the Upper Manorburn/Lake Onslow Landscape Management Area
To protect the Districts outstanding landscapes and outstanding natural features,
and land in the Upper Manorburn/Lake Onslow Landscape Management Area
(including landforms) from the adverse effects of inappropriate subdivision, use
and development.

4.3.3

Objective - Landscape and Amenity Values
To maintain and where practicable enhance rural amenity values created by the
open space, landscape, natural character and built environment values of the
District’s rural environment, and to maintain the open natural character of the hills
and ranges

4.3.4

Objective – Recreation Resources
To maintain and enhance the quality of the District’s recreation resources and
public access to those resources.

4.3.5

Objective - Water Resources
To maintain and enhance the quality of the District’s water resources by avoiding,
remedying or mitigating the adverse effects of land use activities adjacent to water
bodies.

4.3.6

Objective - Margins of Water bodies
To preserve the natural character of the District’s water bodies and their margins.

4.3.8

Objective - Significant Indigenous Vegetation and Habitats of Indigenous Fauna
To recognise and provide for the protection of areas of significant indigenous
vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous fauna.

6.2

Policies - Rural Resource Areas
4.4.1 Policy - Outstanding Natural Landscapes and Outstanding Natural Features and
Land in the Upper Manorburn/Lake Onslow Landscape Management Area
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To recognise the District’s outstanding natural landscapes and outstanding natural
features and land in the Upper Manorburn/Lake Onslow Landscape Management Area
which:
(a) Are unique to the district, region or New Zealand; or
(b) Are representative of a particular landform or land cover occurring in the Central
Otago District or of the collective characteristics and features which give the District
it’s particular character; or
(c) Represent areas of cultural or historic significance in the district, region or New
Zealand; or
(d) Contain visually or scientifically outstanding geological features; or
(e) Have characteristics of cultural, historical and spiritual value that are significant
to Kai Tahu ki Otago;
(f) Have high natural character values and high landscape quality that can be
distinguished from the general landscapes of the Central Otago District and provide
protection for them from inappropriate subdivision, use and development.
4.4.2 Policy – Landscape and Amenity Values
To manage the effects of land use activities and subdivision to ensure that adverse
effects on the open space, landscape, natural character and amenity values of the rural
environment are avoided, remedied or mitigated through:
(a) The design and location of structures and works, particularly in respect of the
open natural character of hills and ranges, skylines, prominent places and natural
features,
(b) Development which is compatible with the surrounding environment including the
amenity values of adjoining properties,
(c) The ability to adequately dispose of effluent on site,
(d) Controlling the generation of noise in back country areas,
(e) The location of tree planting, particularly in respect of landscape values, natural
features and ecological values,
(f) Controlling the spread of wilding trees.
(g) Encouraging the location and design of buildings to maintain the open natural
character of hills and ranges without compromising the landscape and amenity
values of prominent hillsides and terraces.
4.4.4 Policy - Riparian Margins
To manage the effects of the use, development or protection of land within riparian
margins of water bodies (including wetlands) to ensure that the natural character and
amenity of water bodies and their margins are preserved, by, as far as practicable:
(a) Maintaining bank stability,
(b) Protecting, and where appropriate, enhancing riparian and instream habitat
quality,
(c) Maintaining and enhancing riparian vegetation,
(d) Maintaining water quality,
(e) Maintaining and enhancing public access to and along the lakes and rivers,
(f) Reducing the incidence and severity of flooding where this is achievable, and
(g) Maintaining and enhancing the safety and efficiency of navigation on the
adjacent water body where this is relevant while recognising that some activities
need to locate within riparian margins to operate efficiently.
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4.4.5 Policy - Effects on Water Quality
To assist the Otago Regional Council in its role of maintaining and enhancing water
quality, by ensuring allotments are adequate for effluent disposal requirements and
encouraging the use of land management techniques that maintain and/or enhance the
life supporting capacity of water.
4.4.13 Policy - Public Access to Significant Features
To promote the provision of public access opportunities to the Districts significant natural
and physical land features including areas of value for recreational purposes.
5.3.1 Objective – Amenity Values, Environmental Quality and Natural Character
To maintain and enhance the amenity values and environmental quality, and to
preserve the natural character of the District’s lakes and rivers and their margins.
5.3.2 Objective – Recreational Values
To maintain, where appropriate, the recreational values of the surface and margins
of the District’s water bodies.
5.3.3 Objective - Public Access
To maintain and enhance, where appropriate, public access, to and along the surface
and margins of the District’s lakes and rivers.
5.3.5 Objective - Cultural Values
To recognise and provide for Kai Tahu ki Otago’s spiritual beliefs, cultural traditions
and practices in the management of the surface and margins of the District’s water
bodies.
5.4.1 Policy - Water Surface and Margin Activities
To manage the effects of activities (including the design, location and/or operation of
structures) upon the water surface and margins to ensure that:
(a) The safe and efficient navigation of any powered or non-powered craft using the water
surface is not compromised;
(b) Ecological values including significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of
indigenous fauna and instream values of the water body are protected and where
appropriate, enhanced;
(c) The protection of amenity, recreational and landscape values in or near the water body
is promoted or otherwise provided for;
(d) Conflict with other resource users on the water surface and adjoining land, including the
effects that noise and/or wave generation may have, are avoided, remedied or
mitigated;
(e) The quality of the water within the water body is maintained and/or enhanced;
(f) The stability of the bed and bank of the water body is maintained and/or
enhanced;
(g) The stability of any structure located in, on or near the water body is maintained;
(h) The severity and incidence of flooding is not exacerbated by the activity;
(i) The safe and efficient operation of the adjacent road network is maintained and
enhanced;
(j) Public access (where appropriate) is provided for;
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(k) The spread of undesirable aquatic plants is avoided, remedied or mitigated; and
(l) The integrity of Kai Tahu ki Otago’s spiritual beliefs, cultural traditions and practices in
respect of water resources is considered.
5.4.5 Policy – Recreation
To recognise the importance of lakes and rivers and their margins to the existing and
future recreational needs of the District’s people and visitors while ensuring that
adverse effects on amenity values and environmental quality are avoided, remedied
or mitigated by such activities and that the safety of the recreational users is not
compromised.
5.4.6 Policy - Public Access
To ensure activities make adequate provision for public access except where a
restriction is necessary:
(i) To protect areas of significant indigenous vegetation and/or significant habitats of
indigenous fauna;
(ii) To protect Kai Tahu ki Otago’s cultural values;
(iii) To protect public health and safety;
(iv) To provide an appropriate level of security for the continued operation of existing hydro
electric power stations; or
(v) In other circumstances that justify the restriction notwithstanding the national importance
of maintaining public access.
6.3

Assessment of relevant Objectives and Policies

6.3.1 The relevant objectives and policies of Section 4 seek to ensure that the adverse effects
of development on rural areas is remedied or mitigated. In particular the objectives and
policies recognise the importance of outstanding natural landscapes and features, rural
amenity values, recreation resources including public access, water quality including the
margins of the districts water bodies, and areas of significant natural vegetation and
habitats.
6.3.2 In regards this development, the walking and cycling trail promotes public access to the
margins of the Kawarau Gorge while protecting the quality of the water body. The trail has
been designed to avoid areas of natural fauna and flora and the trail has been positioned
to minimise landscape effects. The quiet nature of the resultant landuse with cyclists and
walkers is consistent with the rural environment of the Kawarau Gorge.
6.3.3 Policy 4.4.1 concerns the protection of outstanding natural landscapes from inappropriate
development or use. The walking and cycling trail has been aligned to achieve the least
visual impact possible as directed by our consultant landscape architect while still ensuring
a great cycling experience. The cycle trail line has generally been kept low to the water
line and flat or level. Additionally existing 4wd tracks have been used to minimise visual
effects and earthworks. Rehabilitation and mitigation measures have also been provided
to further reduce landscape effects.
6.3.4 In terms of Policy 4.4.2, the location and design of the trail does not break sky lines or
result in structures that will be visually dominant within the Kawarau Gorge. It is anticipated
that the completed trail will be consistent with the existing structures and tracks that cross
the subject site and wider environs. The proposed development is considered consistent
with this policy.
6.3.5 Policies 4.4.4 and 4.4.5 seek to protect and enhance the margins of water bodies. In this
regard the cycle trail has been located clear of the margins of the Kawarau River. Where
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it crosses side streams, works will be limited to just the extent of the trail earthworks and
provision made for overland flows to continue. In this regard we believe this objective is
met.
6.3.6 Policy 4.4.13 seeks to enhance access to the districts significant features including areas
of value for recreation. The walking and cycling trail achieves this objective admirably by
providing easy and safe public access to the true right side of the Kawarau River.
6.3.7 Objective 5.3.1 seeks to main and enhance the amenity of the margins of lakes and rivers./
The proposed trail is not inconsistent with this objective in that the trail will be consistent
with existing 4wd tracks and will be built in a way so as to match as much as possible
existing land forms and structures in its environment. Which will help to maintain the quality
of the environment.
6.3.7 In regards the objectives and policies in Section 5, the proposed trail will achieve
objectives 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 in that the trail will maintain recreational values while creating
public access to areas of the district that currently have no access.
6.3.8 Policy 5.3.5 is met in that the values of Ki Tahu Ki Otago have been considered and based
on the assessment provided by Origin Consultants and consultation with iwi, the trail will
not impact any sites of significance to Iwi.
6.3.9 With regards Section 5.4 policies, the trail is consistent with the policies in 5.4.1, 5.4.5 and
5.4.6.
6.3.10 Overall it is considered that the proposed development is consistent with, and in many
cases supported by, the relevant objectives and policies of the Operative District Plan.
6.4

OTHER MATTERS – National Environmental Standard for Assessing and Managing
Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health

6.4.1 The proposed development does not involve the subdivision of land, cultivation for
consumption or change in landuse. The development will also not result in deposition of
hazardous substances where they have, or are reasonably likely to have, an adverse
effect on human health. Therefore the NES is not considered to apply to this development.
7.0

CONSULTATION

7.1

Section 95B of the Resource Management Act requires that, should the consent authority
determine that public notification is not needed, it must decide whether there are any
affected persons in relation to the activity. Section 95E requires that a person is an affected
person if the adverse effects of the activity on the person are minor or more than minor
(but not less than minor) and affected party approval has not been provided.

7.2

In terms of Section 95B of the Act, no person is considered to be adversely affected by
the proposed development.

7.3

That being said, consultation has been undertaken with the following parties:

7.3.1 DOC who administer public conservation land in the Kawarau Gorge have been consulted.
No approval or other written correspondence has been forthcoming. They also have a role
in the Conservation Covenant 10154989.8 which covers Lot 6 SO 485617 owned by
Kawarau Station ltd. This requires approval from the Minister of Conservation prior to
earthworks being undertaken on the site.
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7.3.2 LINZ Crown Land who administer the bed of the Kawarau River have been consulted and
their approval is attached.
7.3.3 Kawarau Station who farm the majority of the true right bank have supplied their approval.
We note their title 708745 contains the provision for Public foot and non-powered cycle
access under Easement Instrument 10154989.7 which was created through the Tenure
Review process in 2014 for the provision of the cycle trail. Additionally, Conservation
Covenant COV 10154989.8 and easement 10154989.7 may be relevant. Copies of both
are contained in the Record of Titles section of this report.
7.3.4 Ngai Tahu have been consulted via Aukaha and their approval is attached
7.3.5 Fish & Game have been consulted and their approval is attached
7.3.6 Heritage New Zealand – An archaeological assessment report has been prepared by
Origin Consultants and an Archaeological Authority is in the process of being approved.
7.3.7 Central Otago District Council roading who administer legal roads have been consulted.
While legal roads are un-zoned in the District Plan, we have sought their approval to this
consent application in any case. The trail construction, operation and maintenance will be
agreed through a License to Occupy between the Trust and CODC.
7.3.8 Contact Energy Ltd, who operate the Clyde Dam, hold an operating easement over the
lower section of the Kawarau Arm being Sec 2 SO 23940 and have been consulted. They
have stated they will not provide affected party approval as they only hold an interest in
the land which is administered by LINZ.
7.3.9 The occupiers of the Gold Fields Mining Centre, the Edgerton’s have been consulted as
part of this project, and the alignment of the trail across Pt Sec 23 Blk IV has been agreed
with them. Use of the existing formed 4wd track across their lease area was not consistent
with their operational model.
7.3.10 The above approvals and letters of support are attached in Appendix F
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8.0

Part II of the Act

8.1

Under Part 2 of the Resource Management Act 1991 Section 5 sets out the purpose of
the Act as follows:

5

Purpose

(1)

The purpose of this Act is to promote the sustainable management of natural
and physical resources.

(2)

In this Act, sustainable management means managing the use, development,
and protection of natural and physical resources in a way, or at a rate, which
enables people and communities to provide for their social, economic, and
cultural well-being and for their health and safety while –
(a)

sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding
minerals) to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future
generations; and

(b)

safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil, and
ecosystems; and

(c) avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of activities on the
environment.
8.2

In order to achieve the purpose of the Act, the proposal must be considered in the context
of Section 5 above. Paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of Section 5(2) are to be afforded full
significance and applied accordingly in the circumstances of the particular case so that
promotion of the Act’s purpose is effectively achieved.

8.3

The subject site is located within the Rural Resource Area and Water Surface and Margin
Resource Area. The resulting character of the site will be consistent with that of the
surrounding area and will ensure that any adverse effects in terms of visual amenity are
appropriately mitigated. It is therefore considered that the proposed development
represents the sustainable management of the District’s natural and physical resources
as defined in Section 5 of the Act.

8.4

Section 6 of the Act sets out matters of national importance which must be taken into
consideration in achieving the purpose of the Act. The following matters are relevant to
this proposal:
(a) the preservation of the natural character of the coastal environment (including the
coastal marine area), wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins, and the
protection of them from inappropriate subdivision, use, and development:
(b) the protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes from inappropriate
subdivision, use, and development:
(c) the protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of
indigenous fauna:
(d) the maintenance and enhancement of public access to and along the coastal marine
area, lakes, and rivers:
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(e) the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands,
water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga:
(f) the protection of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use, and
development:
(h) the management of significant risks from natural hazards.
In regards the preservation of the natural character of the margins and the outstanding
natural features of the Kawarau Gorge, the proposed development is consistent with the
existing environment and has been designed with input from experts in the relevant fields.
Overall we consider the proposed development achieves the purpose of this matter.
With regard to enhancement of public access, the proposed development will provide for
significantly improved public access to the Kawarau Gorge and its margins and will
therefore achieve the aim of item (c).
With regard the protection of the historic features found on the development site, the
development will be completed under an Archaeological Authority from Heritage New
Zealand. The design and construction will be monitored by an archaeologist and the
resulting interpretation story boards erected as part of the trail development will enhance
the knowledge of the archaeological features present on the site and thus we consider
achieve the purpose of this section of the act.
With regard to management of significant risks, the development is not subject to
significant risks from natural hazards. The development is being undertaken in accordance
with geotechnical advice to ensure that the existing hazards on the site are avoided or
mitigated and thus we consider that this matter is achieved.
The matters relating to the relationship of Maori (item e). The trail offers greater access to
historic sites, and ability to raise awareness of Maori history and culture and therefore we
consider the trail will enhance the relationship of Maori with their lands.
8.5

Section 7 of the Act sets out other matters that must be taken into consideration in
achieving the purpose of the Act. The relevant other matters set out in Section 7 are as
follows:
In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons exercising functions and powers
under it, in relation to managing the use, development, and protection of natural and
physical resources, shall have particular regard to —
(8)

kaitiakitanga:

(aa)

the ethic of stewardship:

(b)

the efficient use and development of natural and physical resources:

(ba)

the efficiency of the end use of energy:

(c)

the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values:

(d)

intrinsic values of ecosystems:

(f)

maintenance and enhancement of the quality of the environment:

(g)

any finite characteristics of natural and physical resources:

(i)

the effects of climate change:
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(j)

the benefits to be derived from the use and development of renewable
energy.

8.6

9.0

Having had regard to the other matters set out in Section 7 of the Act it is considered that
the proposal represents the efficient use and development of natural and physical
resources through effectively managing the natural hazards and access within the site
such that public access for walking and cycling can be constructed while ensuring that the
character and amenity of the surrounding zone is maintained. It is therefore considered
that the proposed development achieves the purpose of the Resource Management Act
1991.
CONCLUSION

9.1

The proposed development requires a discretionary activity resource consent.

9.2

As outlined in the Assessment of Environmental Effects contained in Section 5 above it is
considered that overall the proposed development will result in less than minor adverse
effects on the environment.

9.3

As outlined in Section 6 above it is considered that the proposal is consistent with the
objectives and policies of the Operative and Proposed District Plans.

9.4

As outlined in Section 6.10 above it is considered that the provisions of the National
Environmental Standard for Assessing and Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect
Human Health do not apply.

9.5

As outlined in Section 8 above it is considered that the proposal is consistent with Part 2
of the Resource Management Act 1991.

9.6

As outlined under Section 7 above those parties considered affected by this proposal have
been consulted and have provided their approval.

9.7

With regard to notification, we request the application is notified immediately and a joint
hearing be held with QLDC covering the section of trail sought within the QLDC district.

9.9

We therefore ask that, pursuant to Section 104(b) of the Resource Management Act 1991,
resource consent is sought for the development as proposed.

Yours faithfully,
Southern Land,

Tim Dennis
Director
Project Manager
BE(hons), Dip Surv, MS+SNZ, MCSNZ
NZCT Master Trail Builder
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